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For Creative Minds

Which planet do YOU think should be the Solar System’s favorite planet? Why?
Ask your friends, family members, and classmates which is their favorite planet. 

And the Winner is . . .

Mercury Venus Earth Mars Jupiter Saturn Uranus Neptune

Planets are not to scale.

There are so many fun ways to incorporate math and science skills into learning about the 
solar system! Please see the free online teaching activities for more solar system fun. 

Mercury
Venus
Earth
Mars
Jupiter
Saturn
Uranus
Neptune
How many votes? 1-5 6-10

Copy or download this page from the 
internet (see above). Please do not write 
in the book!

Keep track of the answers using tally 
marks. For every answer, draw an “up and 
down” (vertical) line. Every 5th line should 
cross the four before it. Count the tally 
marks to see who the winner is and then 
graph the results. 
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Our months come from the almost 30 days 
it takes the moon to revolve around the 
Earth. The first day of a lunar month is the 
day of the new moon, when the sun and 
moon rise at approximately the same time. 
The moon rises about 50 minutes later each 
day as it goes through its phases.

*The rounded lengths of time are shown in Earth time measurements.

Planet
Revolves 

around Sun*
Rotates on 
its axis*

Mercury 88 days 59 days

Venus 225 days 243 days

Earth 365.25 days one day

Mars 687 days one day

Jupiter 12 years 10 hours

Saturn 29 years 10 1/2 hours

Uranus 84 years 17 hours

Neptune 165 years 16 hours

Do you notice a pattern between inner 
versus outer planets and the amount of time 

it takes them to rotate or revolve? 

How long 

would a “day” 

be on the 

other planets?

How long 

would a “year” 

be on other 

planets?

Food for thought: How long would a “month” be on a planet with no moon or with more 
than one moon? How would YOU determine how many months or how many days in a 

month? What would you call them? 

Our day of 24 hours comes from the approximate amount of time it 
takes the Earth to rotate (spin) on its axis (a make-believe stick going 
through the Earth from the North to South Poles). 

Our year (365 days) comes from the approximate amount of time it takes 
the Earth to revolve (orbit) around the Sun. We add a leap day every four 
years (leap year) to even out the extra fraction.

Time and Temperatures

Find the planet symbol 
to identify the planet’s 
average temperature.



Constellations, Famous People, and Space Technology
There are art references in this book to constellations, famous people, space technology, 
classic books, and even other art. Can you find the art in the book? What are some other 
things you see in the art? A detailed explanation of what is what and who is who can be 
found in the books’ online activities. 

Distance From Sun: A Place-Value Activity
Answer the following place-value questions. Answers are upside down at the bottom of the 
page. For more place value and decimal activities, see the book’s online activities.

Place-Value Answers: 1, Earth; 2, Neptune; 3, Uranus; 4, 108,000,000; 5, three: Neptune, 
Saturn & Uranus; 6, ten millions place; 7, five ten thousands or fifty thousand; 

1. Which planet’s distance has the highest digit in the 
ten thousands’ column? 

2. Which planet’s distance has the highest digit in the 
ten millions’ column? 

3. Which planet’s distance has the highest digit in the 
hundred millions’ column? 

4. If you were to round to the millions, how far would it 
be in kilometers to Venus? 

5. How many planets are over a billion kilometers from 
the sun? Which ones? 

6. What place value do you need to look at to tell if 
Earth or Venus is farther from the Sun? 

7. What is the value of the digit “5” in the distance 
between the Sun and Neptune?

Earth 1 4 9 , 5 9 7 , 8 9 0

Jupiter 7 7 8 , 4 1 2 , 0 2 0

Mars 2 2 7 , 9 3 6 , 6 4 0

Mercury 5 7 , 9 0 9 , 1 7 5

Neptune 4 , 4 9 8 , 2 5 2 , 9 0 0

Saturn 1 , 4 2 6 , 7 2 5 , 4 0 0

Uranus 2 , 8 7 0 , 9 7 2 , 2 0 0

Venus 1 0 8 , 2 0 8 , 9 3 0
Planet distances are in kilometers.
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Mars Rover

Cassiopeia

Moon with Big & 
Little Dippers

Leo the Lion

Cassini Space Probe
Mariner

GalileoHypatia

CopernicusPtolemy

The Herschels
Stonehenge

Draco



True/False Answers: 1. False: the outer planets are gas with no soil; 2. False: there may be 
water frozen on ice on some of the other planets (or on their moons), but scientists have 
not (yet) found liquid water on any planets; 3. True; 4. False: Mars’ atmosphere has carbon 
dioxide, not oxygen; 5. True: a day is the amount of time it takes the planet to rotate on its 
axis; 6. True: a year is the amount of time it takes the planet to revolve around the Sun; 7. 
False: the inner planets are rocky and the outer planets are gaseous; 8. False: Depending on 
where the moon is in its cycle, we can see it during the day too.

Solar System True or False Questions
Use information found in the book to answer the following true/false questions. Answers 
are upside down at the bottom of the page. 

5 A day on Mars would be 
about the same length 

as a day on Earth but a day on 
Jupiter would only be 10 hours.

6 A day on Venus is 
longer than its year.

7 The inner 
planets are 

gaseous and have 
rings, but the outer 
planets are rocky.

8 We can only see 
the moon at night.

2 Living things on Earth need 
liquid water to drink. All 

planets have water. 
1 Plants are at the bottom of 

our food webs and all life 
relies on plants for food. The outer 
planets have thick layers of soil for 
plants to grow. 

4  Living things on Earth need 
oxygen. Many animals get 

oxygen through lungs and fish 
get it through gills. Since oxygen 
is also found on Mars, things that 
live on Earth might be able to live 
there too.

3 Living things on 
Earth need a safe, 

comfortable place to live. 
Temperatures on other 
planets would not support life 
as we know it—it would either 
be too hot or too cold.



Sun

Can you identify the solar system objects? The answers are upside down on the 
bottom of the next page. 

Solar System Matching Activity

2 It takes this satellite almost 30 days to revolve around the Earth, 
giving us our months. Depending on where it is in its revolution, 

we see it in different phases. We might see it during the day, at night, or 
not at all. 

3 Named after the Roman goddess of love and beauty, this planet 
is too hot for life to survive. It has active volcanoes but no water 

or moon. It rotates (spins) in the opposite direction from all the other 
planets, and is about the same size as Earth.

1 This planet is our home and is the only planet not named after 
a Greek or Roman god! Just over 70% of the planet’s surface is 

water, and 97% of that is ocean or saltwater. Two percent is frozen ice or 
underground freshwater, leaving 1% freshwater from lakes and rivers.

JupiterMercury Venus Earth Mars



Saturn Uranus Neptune

4 The largest planet was named after the Roman king of the gods. Astronomers believe 
the large red spot is a hurricane-like storm that has been there for over 100 years! This 

planet has different color bands from different gases, 62 known moons, and rings that are 
hardly visible.

7 This is the star of our solar system, around which we revolve! It is a medium-sized star 
but looks so big because it is so much closer to us than any of the billions of other 

stars. It gives us the heat and light that we need to live. We see it rise in the east in the 
morning and set in the west in the evening.

5 The smallest of the outer planets and the farthest from the sun, this blue-colored 
planet was named for the Roman King of the sea. We know of 13 moons, the largest 

of which is called “Triton,” named for the Greek god of the sea. Astronomers think that the 
dark spots are hurricane-like storms but much, much stronger. 

6 This red-planet is often seen at night, without a telescope. The rover mission to study 
this planet brings a whole new meaning to “Red Rover.” Scientists don’t believe there is 

water on the planet now but think there was at one time. There is no oxygen on this planet 
but there is carbon dioxide in the atmosphere.

Answers: 1. Earth, 2. the moon, 3. Venus, 4. Jupiter, 5. Neptune, 6. Mars, 7. the Sun

Planets are shown in order 
from the sun and are scaled 
to size but not to distance. 

See the free, online teaching 
activities for a distance-from-

the-sun activity.


